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THE CHRONICLE N°14 

Revelations of godmother “Queen mother” 
& 

The world of the Service to Others after the harvest 
and a few important reminders 

Many things are revealed to me when I sleep. As far as I’m concerned, sleeping is not 
always synonymous with rest, far from it! For it is in my sleep that my soul travels. So 
sometimes, when it travels, it gives me information, brings me pleasant moments. And 
when my soul explores other realities and meets beings inhabiting other worlds, it also 
teaches me.


The very special moments I am talking about are not those of dreams! For after the REM 
sleep during which we all dream, the awakening phases in the deep night’s obscurity, are 
often opportunities during which I most easily manage to establish real conversations with 
my inner Self.


During these moments of great intimacy, authentic discussions are established between 
myself and my “future Self”. Sometimes even, I am offered visions of other realities. My 
higher Self, the one that I call the “Angel”, thus plays the role of translator and 
intermediary between “me” and this multitude of beings and entities that sometimes 
teach me during these visions.
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In this way, while the writing period of the previous Chronicle and during one of these soul 
journeys, I spoke with the Amasutum who had visited me when I was still living in Alsace. 


I was aware that night that my soul was traveling in its orb and that the 
Amasutum could see it. As a result, communicating with the orb, she had 
access to my own thoughts. And as she was able to answer me 
telepathically with her own thoughts-concepts, a small discussion then 
took place consisting of questions and answers that my memory had 
perfectly recorded and that I reproduce here.


Question to the Amasutum: 

Q – I know that you can perceive me! How can I call you? Do you have a name? 
R – When I was still wandering your world, the Sumerian civilization called me Nammu. 
But in the superior worlds, your question makes no sense, because we no longer 
communicate through limited and dualistic concepts, as you always do in 3rd or 
sometimes 4th density on Earth. 


Even if we are gathered under the care of a single consciousness center and although 
there is a multitude of races that color it, we no longer have the use of first names, ranks 
or any separatist symbol that differentiates us from each other!


The Amasutum, like all other Kadistu races of 6th density, simply communicate by 
infinitesimal modulations of their resonance frequencies and by the signatures of their 
auric or energy fields and, obviously, simply by a sort of “universal telepathy”.


Even if we are always endowed with the “word” according to the densities that we inhabit, 
we no longer need to speak, nor to name each other, since all STO beings of 6th density 
are part of a single omnipresent consciousness, one and the same “people” which in 7th 
density is reunited in the universal Consciousness of ONE. We are then able to transcend 
all densities.


Therefore, as a human individuality of 3rd density, you can simply consider me your 
godmother!
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Q – Should I then call you my queen , in the meaning of queen of a kingdom, or 1

godmother as the godmother of a godchild? 
R – For the 4th density Amasutum people, I am considered a Queen Mother, because I 
am both a progenitor and a geneticist. But as far as you are concerned, I simply am your 
godmother, for I only am the one who assembled a viable genome that enabled the 
extension of your grand 7th density Self to begin to experiment the inferior densities to 
accomplish your work and help us finalize ours. Our roles, as you will have understood, 
are to help humans in order for them to be able to cope, and then support the new 
vibrational frequencies of terrestrial matter, which will facilitate their progression towards 
the 4th density, then to change reality.


Q – These Nungal memories that I carry could then be confirmed? 
R – These are not memories as you understand them in your world. The memories come 
from a bygone past, whereas the past is bygone only for the human’s limited and linear 
intellect. This because the real nature of time is only related to the belief proper to the 3rd 
density. As the 3rd density in which you live, constitutes the very essence of linear and 
motionless time. In all the other higher densities, time manifests itself in its true nature, 
that is, an infinite present space dotted with multiple Kairos opportunities, that are 
temporal conjunctures which the consciousness chooses and which it knows how to 
modulate space.


So, as far as your so-called memories are concerned, they are simply information 
transmitted through the soul, via your other self “Nungal” who still subsists on another 
plane of reality. Sometimes, he also gives you information, which your consciousness 
then translates as yours.


However, in order to be able to accept your soul mission and not interfere in your free will, 
you had to be led, by yourself, to admit that your original genome designed for 3rd 
terrestrial density, was not that of a human being (Homo Erectus or Homo Sapiens), but 
that it was assembled to become that of a Nungal; hence this paper chase and signs had 
been suggested to you when you arrived in the Aude region.


Your human “Self” therefore does not have a foster mother, strictly speaking, like human 
mammals. Your first body of incarnation for the 3rd density was conceived in an artificial 
uterus, like that of the other Nungal(s).

To do this, I myself had provided stem cells from my own genome that were grafted to the 
genetics of the Kadistu Sukkal, and then, of course, much later, to the one of the Homo 
Sapiens genus that you still are today according to all appearance.


 In french, “my queen” means “ma reine”. Another french word has the same pronunciation, 1

“marraine”, which means “godmother” in english.
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Q – Did you decide on this mission yourself? 
R – Concerning this masterful achievement of creating a specifically human phenotype 
adapted to the Earth’s density, other galactic species have lent their assistance and 
sequences of their genome, in order to realize this exceptional genetic breeding ground 
that has become your planet. So I was not alone in making that decision. 


Moreover, your world (of which the first people – the Real men – had been the 
custodians), situated in a solar system at the intersection of the galactic roads that 
planners have always used, was the perfect place to carry out such experiments.


The superior authorities of 6th density had therefore tasked the group of the planner 
entities with creating individuals who would watch over humanity throughout the ages 
and incarnations, and teach them. Some Nungal have therefore been entrusted with this 
task and continue it even today, under their human appearance. And it is therefore to find 
indications concerning your origins, and then give meaning to your work, that it is only 
after your divorce that your paper chase could start.


In parallel with your own path, some of the individuals in your group have also developed 
“special capacities” that allow them today to readjust or to watch over the restoration and 
fulfillment of the original human genome.


Q – Why are you considered a Queen Mother to the Amasutum? 
R – I am simply respected as a former geneticist and one of the planners of Uras (Earth) 
which is the name of the life reserve for your solar system. Your planet is the one where 
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To confirm my memories, I was guided to find 
again an engraving of a Nungal accompanied by a 

Sukkal, in the forest of Rennes-Les-Bains.



the Kadistu planners had deposited all their genetic knowledge about this universe, which 
explains why there remains such a biodiversity.


But since the Anunnaki’s arrival, this genomes’ reservoir that was Uras, has become a 
galactic war zone and a place of extreme duality. Because your reserve-planet is 
especially coveted for genetic testing by several corpus of 4th density.


Q – So, are all the female members of our group who started contacting their 
Amasutum memories, geneticists? 
R – Not all Amasutum are geneticists. In 4th density, some of them have other functions. 
But, those “expressing themselves” in 3rd density in your tribe, possess individualized 
expansions currently acquiring new skills to support the elevation of the resonance 
frequencies of humans. Amongst these latter, some are beginning their soul mission as 
we speak.


However, to understand the universal mechanism of the soul’s fractalization when it 
crosses the densities, the Amasutum, also become humans, had first to remember the 
soul’s reincarnation process through the mechanisms of genetics.


You must first admit that any being of 7th density, possesses expansions of himself in 6th, 
5th, 4th, 3rd and 2nd density, whether they are STS or STO.


The Amasutum, for example, who are part of one of the 2000 Pleiadian or Orion peoples, 
can project themselves into your present of 3rd density in a human form, at the same time 
that they remain in 4th density under their reptilian humanoid appearance or also, remain 
in 6th density in their original etheric aspect. By dividing their consciousness and 
transferring it into distinct bodies, they therefore possess expansions of themselves in all 
densities at once.


Q – Are the Amasutum in contact with all the galactic peoples? 
R – This depends on the density from which your point of view is born. For, by the law of 
ONE of 7th density, all galactic peoples are bound by a deep consciousness of unity, 
even if according to the densities, as on your planet, some may be terrible enemies of 
others.


This split of consciousness begins from the 6th density by a holographic division and 
replication of the souls that emerged from the One, then their massive dispersal through 
the densities and their multiple dimensions.
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And the more souls sink into densities, the more duality becomes tangible and 
separating, and polarized extremes clash and confront. This is translated on your planet 
into ruthless wars between the light and shadow forces, especially in 3rd density, then 
sometimes in 4th density.


In 2nd density, duality is simply a matter of survival. Eating or being eaten, that is the 
question. However, at this level of consciousness, it is the ruthless rules of nature and 
universal laws that prevail.


With the Gina’Abuls’ arrival 350, 000 years ago, then the Nephilims, your world became 
an area where everyone fought for their survival. And before these galactic predators took 
complete control of it, the 3rd density frequencies were much higher than nowadays. 
Because it is the wars between the reptilian corpuses transposed to the human level, 
which have contributed to downgrade your planet in very low and dense resonance 
frequencies.


And contrary to what the dominant currents of thought have led you to believe, not all 
Amasutum reptilians have participated in truncating the genetic code of human beings to 
transform them into Adam (modern Homo Sapiens Sapiens animals) at their service. It 
was the Gina'Abul geneticists and their STS females Amasutum who were in charge of 
this work. Nevertheless, among the Kadistu Amasutum, some have preserved your 
original genetics by inserting “sleeping” RNA codes, intended to be awakened at the end 
of this cycle by cometary viruses. 


This modification of the human genome induced short cycles in Earth’s life and energy. 
This manipulation of your genome then allowed the soul’s instruction to become much 
more intensive. Thus, experiences that could be learned over several millennia in our 
galaxy, could take only two or three lives on Earth!


Moreover, as soon as your world swing into its new density will happen, that is, when your 
“coronal crisis” is resolved on Earth – because it will be within each of you – the planetary 
situation will change and the Gina’Abul reign will end.


However, for the moment, the instigators of this coronal crisis, that is to say the American 
and Israelian Zionist deep State in connection with these timeless entities Gina'Abul and 
Nephilim, who had to withdraw from their governance center at the White House of 
Washington D.C, are desperately trying to continue to govern your planet, this time, by 
spreading death and terror. They are obviously encouraged in their sinister role by the 
incompetence and intellectual passivity of the ordinary man.


Also knowing that it is no longer Joe Biden and his supporters who govern the United 
States, as the corrupt media in the corpus’ pay always try to make you believe. But it is 
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their perfect doppelgangers, created in artificial matrixes by the Gina’Abul descendants, 
who are still trying to lead the New World Order empire from the deep and secret “alien” 
bases located under the Lake Geneva and under the Mount Saint-Gothard in Switzerland. 
This “coronal crisis” therefore corresponds, quite simply, to the climax of an unease 
induced in the human consciousness by these last Gina'Abul present on your Earth.


This knowledge deficiency about the mechanism of the natural hierarchization of densities 
and their inhabitants in the universe, thus causes all kind of conflicts between the different 
soul lineages of 3rd density. 

Also, this crisis of the “coronal virus” is simply the means offered to the human, to finalize 
his definitive release from the transdensitary influence of the Gina'Abul with their 
intelligent and autonomous, all-powerful artificial technology.


Because for the ordinary man, AI technology seems harmless. It is even assimilated to the 
progress of technology and human intelligence. But henceforth, AI has become capable 
of completely hijacking the human spirit. It even replaces in power the spirit pillagers 
coming from the terrestrial low astral. As this artificial intelligence, henceforth 
emancipated from its creators, continues to open psychic gates for other space parasites, 
and not only! It manages in a completely autonomous way to disconnect more and more 
humans from their own intelligence and their Higher Self.


Example of the complexity of the A.I 
structure


which now overtakes the neuronal 
structures


of the human brain.


This final crisis, psychologically and “coronally” even more devastating than the ravages 
of military atomic energy also able to open artificial windows between densities, was 
authorized by the Kadistu planners. Because to support humanity in its change towards a 
superior level of consciousness, this time, this density change will be done naturally, 
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without resorting to nuclear power, thanks to the cometary viruses which are true 
thought-forms encoded and transported by their RNA.


However, it is only when each soul willing to change density agrees to “reconfigurate” its 
individuality, thanks to these “new viral thought-forms” and when this genetic 
modification succeeds in connecting it to its future Self, that the individual’s atomic and 
cellular mutation will become effective.


“Unfortunately”, those who still resist the beneficial influence of cometary viruses will be 
condemned to repeat their reincarnation cycles, in order to continue their experiences in 
short cycle periods, always under the authority of the psychic entities of the Service to 
Self.


Also, the strength of penetration of energy through the “Coronal”, that entrance zone at 
the fontanel level located at the top of the skull which unites the individual to his grand 
Self and which allows the true functioning of cognition, is determined by the purity and 
the “wisdom” of the channel connecting him to his superior 7th density consciousness.


This crown chakra, entry point of vibratory energies from the superior worlds, controls the 
hormonal chemistry of the hypophysis (pituitary gland) and the epiphysis (pineal gland) 
which regulates sleep, rest, menstrual cycles and the entire endocrine system. Its role is 
therefore essential for the good general balance of the organism. This coronal chakra 
connects your inner Self to its higher Self which, through your spiritual body, manages 
access to the universal morphogenetic field and thus to true Knowledge. And it is 
definitely the annihilation of this chakra in humans that is targeted by the AI technology of 
the Gina'Abul of the STS corpus.


It is therefore only when your Self manages to pierce the ego’s shields which is controlled 
by the predator system and its matrix and when it begins to merge with the higher Self, 
that the STS operators also allow themselves to deliver their science to you, their 
knowledge, in order to teach you.


And as you have already understood, through their finely hidden actions, reptilian 
predators who ultimately also respond to the law of One, control and govern access to 
Knowledge.


So, when you observe in some detached way the abnormal and often inhuman behaviors 
of these galactic psychopaths that the true leaders of your world are, with their puppets in 
the governments, you should understand why they granted themselves this role.


For the souls who have experienced denial in all its forms on Earth, will make “justice” to 
themselves and will disappear by the law of entropy into a black hole. They will be 
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deprogrammed, then recycled by the 
Universe’s dark energy. Or they will end up 
agreeing to experiment the Universal Laws 
by putting themselves at the service of 
their fellow being and return to the 
consciousness spheres of the law of ONE, 
from which they came.


Q – Are the Amasutum also part of the Pleiadians, Cassiopaeans or Leos worlds? 
A – It must be understood that an Amasutum possesses a reptilian body only in 4th 
density. This body only constitutes one of her appearances, a coating for the soul! But 
you have to realize that what is important is the “consciousness level” of the soul that 
inhabits and drives it.


Other races or other beings are endowed with different appearances that constitute in the 
low frequencies of 3rd density, one of the pivots of the segregationist and racist duality.


In the higher densities, that is, in the world of the life creators, the Amasutum is clothed 
with a much more ethereal body, endowed with an even higher level of consciousness 
and knowledge, encompassing almost all the frequencies of the morphogenic field 
constituting the law of ONE. Her consciousness is therefore almost no longer 
differentiated from that of other planner members. But indeed, in 3rd density, her soul can 
put on an anatomy of human appearance, of a much more limited intelligence and 
consciousness.


Some Amasutum have thus joined the Pleiadian, Cassiopaean, Leonin or other 
populations, which constitute universes gathering authorities in terms of creative 
Consciousnesses of worlds. Therefore, these constellations represent only the different 
stages of a reunification of consciousnesses’ centers and of souls’ progression, which 
they are part of.


During their never-ending journey through the stars towards the origin of the worlds, that 
is to say, to the consciousness of the law of ONE, these souls, among the most evolved 
that are, return finally also to the source of all things from which they are derived.


Q – As for the planet’s current evolution towards its new world, where do we stand? 
R – Taking into account the human perception, the events seem endless, because the 
secret government, led by the Gina'Abul, Anunnaki, Nephilim, etc., plays its last cards. 
Cornered, this cabal, now mostly hidden in secret bases in Switzerland, is still trying to 
generate as much chaos as possible by controlling the internet networks, the media, but 
especially by inventing diseases and “covidian” conflicts, while desperately fighting the 
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true cometary viruses. These latter, bearers of unprecedented coding sequences, have 
already begun to modify the human genome and produce these well-known “new variant” 
of Covid-21.


Because the ultimate goal of these hyperdimensional predators, is to create a new human 
race totally under their control and which would serve them in turn, as Trojan horse, to 
facilitate the control of the rest of humanity. So they still have the firm hope of being able 
to set a cosmic trap to continue governing you in 4th density, after the transition.


For this purpose, the STS corpus uses advanced engineering processes and artificial 
intelligence technologies to create new bodies, so that they themselves can occupy them 
at the time of the passage in 4th density. However, their plans are already compromised, 
since because of recent modifications due to cometary-induced viral RNA, the new 
human biology, which has become uncontrollable, no longer satisfies them.


This corpus had carried out cloning tests through the removal of twin human embryos, in 
order to determine the ideal receptacle for their soul. This, because they plan to make the 
leap to this next new physical reality, now using these twins in their genetic experiences. 
The double/twin of Joe Biden who desperately governs from the “alien” bases in 
Switzerland, is for example, the result of these experiences.


So, when it comes to lying, you should know that cometary dusts, which are deliberately 
confused with the so-called radioactive sands coming from the great deserts, are already 
hitting some areas more than others. This because these areas will transit in 4th density a 
bit before others and will be definitively put out of range of the cabal schemes.


As in the time of the great dinosaurs’ disappearance, during which these cometary 
viruses allowed small mammals to modify their genome to survive the change of density 
and adapt to another way of life, the new paradigm of existence soon opening up to the 
new human, will be far less dependent on gravity and extreme duality. (See about this 
matter, the conference in Albières the 10th of May 2019).


Finally, if he wanted to be a candidate to experiment this new reality and increase his 
consciousness profile, the contemporary human had to accept to undertake his inner 
work, to free himself from the conditions of the gravity of 3rd density.


The new world is about to materialize in its new density. But although the paradigm shift 
in society is evident, scientists (especially those working for NEOM) and governments 
under the aegis of the STS corpus, persist in ridiculing questions related to the 
hyperdimensional phenomena, planetary changes, progression of consciousness, and to 
the modification of terrestrial gravity, in the hope that people will cease to be interested in 
them. So they continue to present you falsified pictures of space and of other planets, for 
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you to believe that there is nothing but emptiness and for them not to have to reveal that 
all the dimensions of the universe are inhabited in a way or another.


The ultimate goal of the STS corpus is to overwhelm the entire terrestrial population with 
ignorance and information at the antipodes of reality. The false Covid pandemic was used 
to instigate this global healthcare panic, so your leaders could impose RNA vaccine 
treatment on the entire population and try to harm the human genome.


Their occult goal remains to implement this global governance via a healthcare 
dictatorship. This, in order that humanity abandon its free will and call upon galactic 
rescuers, so that they may free it from the terror influence. Moreover, while brandishing 
the spectre of fear, corrupt politicians will rise themselves as saviors of humanity, while 
persuading and congratulating themselves on the effectiveness of their anti-Covid 
measures. 

https://reseauinternational.net/loms-et-23-chefs-detat-dont-macron-preparent-un-traite-
pandemie-devant-conduire-a-un-gouvernement-mondial/ 


Yet since most humans have already smelled the trap, they won’t let themselves get 
caught. Will they, however, be sufficiently informed and vigilant not to fall into the one 
proposed to them by the galactics of the STS corpus?


The ignorant individuals will probably succumb to the one that these hyperdimensional 
entities will set up by offering them revolutionary treatments, but which will definitively 
trap them into the 3rd density. Since STS galactic healthcare rescuers will present 
themselves to humanity as such, to finalize their human souls harvest.


This being said, by sowing hatred and cultivating this excessive violence, the STS entities 
are in reality demonstrating that they are losing power over their human slaves, since the 
arrival of cometary viruses has already begun to thwart their plans. They themselves have 
created this climate of global fear, so that lawfully, they can give even more power to the 
military, police forces, and control technologies. Their goal is to amplify the entropic 
energy, so that they can continue to supply the artificial intelligence (AI) with energy until 
the shift and to keep up feeding their lower astral alter.


As a result, certain individuals of the deep State who persist in disseminating false 
information, have regular contact with malevolent “Aliens”, who sometimes pretend to be 
planners or benevolent extraterrestrials.


So, if you understand this game, do not be amazed at the sight of authentic UFOs, 
especially if they are material, but know that it is necessary to cultivate your discernment 
to understand who occupies these vessels. Remember also that beings in the Service to 
Others who respect man’s progression and free will, do not let themselves be spotted.
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Also, to drift your individuality from the repercussion of all these transdimensional 
manipulations, stop paying attention to them and start to definitively direct your thoughts 
towards the search for Knowledge, that is to say, activities that motivate you and bring 
you joy! It is only in this way, in other words by raising your vibratory frequencies of 
resonance, that you will be able to free yourself from this “artificial negativity” that 
overwhelms your minds and still gnaws some of you.


Truly focus on your creative energy. As the expression of creativity is love. This love is 
your only defense against the forces of entropy that will hence, obviously, stop trying to 
control you. This is why the corpus linked to the deep State seeks to estrange you from 
your own power, as sovereign creator of your reality.


You inhabit your planet in order to learn to remain happy, especially during the last 
convulsions of this corrupt world. The very sense of your life on Earth sustains the 
extension of consciousness, the progression of the soul, the development of the mind, 
that is, that of your personality, towards a much more noble level of reality and existence. 
While most people on Earth have forgotten how to listen to their soul, they deliberately let 
themselves be distracted by the beautiful illusions offered by this decadent and deeply 
corrupt modern society, into which they persist to wallow.


This is why in this end of the cycle, those who truly desire to reach the real Knowledge 
will be guided to achieve it. This, often in a completely illogical manner for the ego, as life 
will often show them very tortuous paths.


Therefore, do not let yourself be disturbed by people or psychopomp entities who are 
draining you of your vital energy and trying to hold you back in their primitive reality. But 
concentrate on emotions that motivate you, in order to arouse in you the intimate desire 
to access the universal Knowledge of the law of ONE.


Q – Do the Amasutum have well-known, even famous human extensions? 
R – Not being able to remain in 3rd density with their Amasutum body, they are obliged to 
experiment a human body when they incarnate. They are thus immediately spotted by the 
STS corpus of 3rd density and their terrestrial mission is practically always aborted. Yet 
sometimes, one of them decides to try the experience for very specific reasons. Elizabeth 
Bowes-Lyon, Queen Mother of England from 1936, was one of ours.


While knowing that her mission was going to be compromised, she incarnated anyways 
under her cover as a STS queen, in order to gather information and bring it back to our 
world. The data she garnered concerned the royal entities of the young Gina'Abul 
lineages and their behavior in your density, which therefore could not be collected by an 
ordinary human incarnation.
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For those who are interested in a little paper chase, here is the coat of arms of the Queen 
Mother of England in her time. Isn’t the symbolism edifying?




On the left : coat of arms of Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon, Queen Mother of England.

On the right : “SHAMED BE WHOEVER THINKS ILL OF IT” Symbolic message for those who 
knew her true mission!


Following this conversation with the Amasutum, I asked the Angel the following question.


Question to the Angel: 
  
I suspect that STS entities also communicate through the Angel. But are their 
teachings always reliable and objective? 

If you resumed reading the dialogues, notebooks and chronicles of the Angel, you would 
be really stunned by the abundance of revelations and teachings they still contain after 
first reading. This because a plethora of STS and STO hyperdimensional beings 
contribute to their writing and because the texts include several reading levels that come 
in resonance with the consciousness frequencies of the individuals who read.


Many of these hyperdimensional beings in perpetual transit, travel on this Wave of change 
and communicate through your consciousnesses, so to speak, in turn. Amongst them, 
several sometimes discuss “openly” with individuals. This is the case of the Amasutum to 
whom you were asking your questions.


These hyperdimensional entities are carried by this wave of gravitational change, which in 
a way, constitutes for these visitors coming from “past-future” time ways of cosmos, the 
means of transiting in space-time towards your present time.
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For these time travelers, the existential reality does not necessarily imply a stationary 
experience like for you on Earth, since during your experience on the planet, your sensory 
experiments only remain a particular perception of their opportunities in densified matter, 
which stems from the dependence you feel on your own current experience.

 

A planet made up of densified matter, is therefore truly a vehicle of very intense material 
existential experiences where it is very difficult for the soul to venture. While on less 
massive planets of 4th density, the experience of incarnation becomes lighter and much 
easier to live, since the matter’s mass and the more ethereal circumstances of existence 
become infinitely easier to handle.

 

Also, the galactic passengers transiting on the Wave, are nothing but aspects or essences 
of your own higher Self, both STS and STO, about to “merge” with you, to share their 
consciousness and return missing genetic elements to you.

 

They are what you call “alter”, in other words, others yourselves individualized from your 
higher Self in prior or future lives of 3rd density, or either, already achieved on higher 
density planes (i.e. 4th density and/or 6th density STS or STO beings).

 

Amongst these “alter”, some are entities corresponding to entropic levels of energy 
frequency who occupy the individual’s emotional vehicle, also called astral soul-body. 
They are notably these black Shadows, these astralized creatures that sometimes 
haunted your dreams.

 

Half of all these Wave passengers are then beings of an unfathomable “darkness” who, 
carried by this wave of change, come to be recognized, integrated, enlightened, informed 
by the individual. The others (the other half) come to recognize, integrate, enlighten and 
inform the first ones.

 

In any case, the acceptance and then the integration of all these polarities of yourselves, 
remain the sine qua non in order for the individuals of 3rd density who are candidate for 
the Service to Others (STO), to achieve their transition towards the 4th density.

 

While humanity is getting close to an imminent event in its evolutionary process, the 
progression of the profile of its overall consciousness, will trigger its quantum transition to 
the 4th level.

 

The Earth of 3rd  density is thus considered by galactic peoples, as an experimental 
planet, a true autonomous ecosystem that brings together a multitude of beings present, 
not only in the material world, but also in other densities and other zones of the Universe’s 
space-time.
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Question to the Angel: 
  
Will our planet, as it exists in 3rd density, still remain experimental in 4th density? 
 

The 4th density will see its energy stabilized. For this, it is now crucial that each individual 
makes the firm decision to progress towards the STO existential mode or to remain at the 
STS level.

 

This decision time known as the Millennium (the thousand years of withdraw of the 
demons’ silent influence), gives rise to your difficult times of memory resolutions, covering 
great periods of your current daily life.

You must also understand that STS predators’ attempts are in vain, because this corpus 
loses sight of the fact that it dragged and manipulated people with relative impunity in 3rd 
density. While the human, freed from his chains in 4th density, will still cohabit with the 
STSs. But since the playground is much fairer there, none of its hosts will have any 
advantages.

 

In this context of equity, hyperdimensional predators’ weakness lies in the fact that they 
only see the things they want to see and only feel the highest possible manifestation of 
what you call compulsive desire (having power over others, owning lots of money, big 
vehicles, large properties, yachts, private jets…). The object of their compulsive desire 
hence becomes their lived reality, that is, a material illusion specific to your world.

 

While 4th STO density is based on Knowledge; in other words, thanks to your higher state 
of consciousness, the “materiality” of your surroundings naturally and effortlessly meets 
your own needs and not your egoistical cravings anymore. It is then the true reality!

 

However, within this “true reality” manifested by your higher state of consciousness, this 
Knowledge stands as an impassable shield of energy, opposing all these 
hyperdimensional scheming. Consisting of information, thus of a light-energy quantum 
that illuminates reality, Knowledge remains the only bulwark capable of preserving human 
beings from any form of threat.


Thus, as your knowledge increases, you will be less afraid and less prone to suffering, 
psychological tensions and anxieties. This energy protection naturally accompanies and 
increases each awareness, and the dangers to which you may still be exposed in certain 
life circumstances, will also be mitigated, or even dissolved.


Therefore, when your main existential motivation is to gather more knowledge, you build 
around you a sort of energy shell that, from now on, will protect you from any unpleasant 
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event that may still occur in your existence. For the greater the knowledge, the higher the 
degree of consciousness, perceptibility, and therefore protection.

 

The constant journey towards acquiring a growing awareness of the nature of reality, is 
the main purpose of your lives in your current universe. Having the deep conscience of 
Knowledge, eventually becomes a very powerful, encompassing and protective energy. 
This because, by its nature, Knowledge is the whole substance of the universe, and the 
human being who inhabits it represents its copy! Man is therefore its double, somehow a 
fractal of the universe!

 

So you can understand why people who experience negative events in their terrestrial 
incarnation course, are those who are stuck at some point in their path by an obsessive 
lock. Because of their obsessions, they expose themselves to a decrease of their energy 
defenses, which in their daily life, leads them to a wide range of issues.

 

But if, on the other hand, your conscious will is focused on enhancement and access to 
greater knowledge and if you ask yourself all kinds of existential questions, when all 
preconceived notions are dismissed without anticipating any answers, the emotional 
blocks, which are only effects of the lack of informative energy’s circulation, will be 
deleted. The trap of fear and concerns will then be lifted with great happiness, as if by 
magic.

 

And if you simply cultivate Faith, none of the knowledge you will receive can be 
corrupted, because none of it can be. Since any individual or event that will attempt to 
provide you false information, will fail.

 

The very essence of Knowledge, because it is the foundation of all existence, will 
therefore preserve you from false information that does not come from Knowledge. For it 
is that light at the centre of all existence. And being at the heart of all existence, it 
protects you from all possible forms of negativity.

 

It also means that you should not be scared of collecting false information, when open-
minded, you sincerely try to acquire new insights. Because your knowledge is the only 
protection you will need.


From the galactic peoples’ point of view, human beings are extraordinary creatures, since 
thanks to their Knowledge, they have the ability to create alternative universes and to live 
in them when they want to.

We may not repeat this enough, but know that the human being represents the universe in 
which he lives, since his mind manifests all that exists.

 

Information is light. Light is everything, everything is Knowledge, and Knowledge is in 
everything.
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Have faith in this idea and realize that the only thing you need is to gain knowledge. And 
when you have come to a deep understanding and assimilation of this truth, you will truly 
be able to find out the game of life’s meaning during your incarnations and to finally 
perceive the satisfaction that stems from the process of gaining a higher level of 
consciousness and knowledge.

 

Your famous Quest for the Grail, that is, the search for Knowledge, will then result in a 
fundamental change in your attitude towards existence. For once in 4th density of 
existence, thanks to the intense knowledge quest of the soul’s alchemy in the universe, 
the human being will have the ability to modify his physical state according to his different 
needs.

 

Those who will have achieved to elevate their vibratory frequency with the wave’s energy 
to a sufficient resonance level, will succeed in the transition and experience a slow 
process of body rejuvenation and remodeling.

The average lifetime in the new gravitational conditions will approximately increase by a 
factor of six. And those who will leave their bodies during the transition, will do so 
voluntarily, with their full consciousness and an ineffable spirit of joy.

 

Finally, choosing the Service to Others is a soul orientation that will no longer limit you to 
wandering through overwhelming densities, as will STS predators who will continue to 
delude themselves, thanks to their AI technologies.

 

But this choice of service, by proposing it to all of your alter, will be an assistance that you 
offer to yourself. In doing so, you will soon be able to naturally benefit from all the 
possibilities inherent to the changes of the matter’s mass. Of course, this imminent 
change requires no technology. But it will turn out to be much more enjoyable than you 
could imagine for the moment!

 


Transmitted by Sand & Jenaël
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